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Designer: centro studi interno 

Structure: beechwood, pinewood, multilayer and plywood covered with 
polyurethane foam. Versions with removable coverings are additionally 
wrapped with thermo-bonded textile fabric coupled with cloth. 

Spring system: elastic webbing. 

Seat Padding: seat cushions in polyurethane foam covered with 100% 
polyester layer. Versions with removable coverings are additionally 
wrapped with TNT fabric. 

Back Padding: back cushions in fiber (synthetic fiberfill) wrapped with 
TNT fabric. 

Arm Interior: in polyurethane foam covered with 100% polyester layer . 
Versions with removable coverings are additionally wrapped with TNT 
fabric. 

Removability: entirely removable fabric coverings. 

Bed Version: available with welded steel mesh orthopedic bed frame 
and elastic webbing on the seats, equipped with synchro opening flip-up 
backrests. Mattress available in three different types: ecologic 
polyurethane foam (101/201/241/301), memory foam (Q95/H65/H66/H67) 
and polyurethane foam with 3 cm topper memory panel covered with 
washable polycotton fabric (Q96/Q97/Q98/Q99). The size of the mattress 
(see sizes on spec sheet drawings) may vary slightly because of the way 
it is arranged and due to the characteristics of the material, without 
affecting the quality of the product. Backs are equipped with a support 
that allows pillows to be stored; seat and back cushions are fixed to the 
structure while opening the sofa bed. The total depth of the model with 
open bed is 209 cm.

Standard feet: coal black colored beech-wood PL2071, h. 12.5 cm, 
also available in rosewood, black, cherry, dark walnut, light walnut, silver 
and natural. Some versions may be equipped with hidden feet with a 
supporting structural function.

________
With the reservation of carrying  for production purposes and without 
advanced notices  modifications on the materials, coverings and 
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The 
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the 
production process tolerances.

Density of seat and back 
Markets Seat Back

I 30 Medium fiocco

D - NL - CH

USA - California

GB 37 fire retardant fiocco fire retardant

Others 30 Medium fiocco
Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Coverings
suggested not suggested not possible 

thick leathers 

thin elastic leathers 

natural leathers 

fabric* 

microfibre* 

leather + split 

DeLuxe 

multi colour 

multi-category 

multi covering 

Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.

* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

Available in One Cover (entirely in leather, leather and split, 
fabric or microfiber) or in Multicovering (leather combined with 
fabric): 1st cov. in leather, placed on all parts of the sofa, with 
the exception of rear sides and part of the pillow storage 
compartment; 2nd cov. in fabric, placed on rear sides and part of 
the pillow storage compartment. Please note: fixed versions 
(without bed) are available in One Cover only. 

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

1135_m

Feet

PL2071

Ottoman
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alfa.premium 1135
L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

version code

Description

L 126
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

101

bed chair

L 126
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

Q95

memory chair-
bed

L 126
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

Q96

topper memory 
chair-bed

L 176
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

201

2 seater with bed

L 176
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

H65

2 str with bed 
memory

L 176
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

Q97

topper memory 
2-seater bed

L 196
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

241

2 1/2 seater with 
bed

L 196
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

H66

2 1/2 str with bed 
memory

L 196
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

Q98

topper memory 2 
1/2 str bed

L 216
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

301

3 seater with bed

L 216
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

H67

3 str with bed 
memory

L 216
H93 D96 SH51 SD51

Q99

topper memory 
3-seater bed
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Multicolor (different colors belonging to the same material)
  YES


  NO

Multicover (combination of different materials) 
  YES   NO

1st color
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

2nd color
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

3rd color
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

1st cover
SPLIT


LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

2nd cover
SPLIT LEATHER


FABRIC MICROFIBER

3rd cover
SPLIT LEATHER FABRIC MICROFIBER

Multicategory (different categories belonging to the same 
material)


  YES   NO
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